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We report here results on the long time behaviour of the variable source 4U 1722–30, obtained
from INTEGRAL non-continuous observations carried out between 2003 and 2009. During this
period 4U 1722–30 shows a general persistent emission along with several bright outbursts re-
sembling those of transient X-ray sources/X-ray novae. However the source never switches into
a real quiescent state, with very weak or undetectable flux level, as it normally occurs in transient
sources. We compare here flux ratios and spectral state variations measured during the different
outbursts and highlight the peculiar character of the 2008 outburst, for which we also propose a
specific physical explanation.
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1. The 4U 1722–30 monitoring
In the framework of a study of the Neutron Star Low Mass X-ray Binaries (NSLMXB) charac-
teristics developed by the authors in the past years, we studied the behaviour of 4U 1722–30, alias
GRS 1724–30, a burster located in the Globular Cluster Terzan 2 [1], [2]. Its timing properties, as
derived from RXTE results, indicated that it belongs to the Atoll class of LMXB [3]. The different
flux levels detected in the past years with different observatories showed that the source is variable:
while no emission above 10 keV was reported by EXOSAT [4], hard X-ray emission with a power
law spectrum with Γ ∼1.65 extending up to 100 keV [5] was detected with SIGMA/GRANAT,
making 4U 1722–30 the first member of the NS high energy emitters class. Moreover, hard X-ray
emission was again observed by BeppoSAX and RXTE, that was characterised by a Comptonised
spectrum extending up to 200 keV, plus an additional soft component (below 3 keV) described by
a blackbody emission [6].
For the present study, a first complete set of spectral states variations during the different
outbursts has been measured with the same instruments providing additional information about the
source behaviour over both short and long time scales. We indeed analysed INTEGRAL data from
the not-continuous, long monitoring of 4U 1722–30 performed from October 2003 to April 2009.
The used observation period consists of a total of 3650 pointings for IBIS and 792 pointings for
JEM-X, each lasting about 2000 seconds, and during which the source was, at least, in the partially
code field of view of the telescopes. The INTEGRAL data analysis has been performed using OSA
9.1 [7] and the hardware capability of the AVES cluster, release 1.4 [8], in order to menage such as
large amount of data. For the spectral analysis the XSPEC software v.12.7.1 [9] has been used. A
systematic error of 2% has been added to the spectral data. The instrument constant was fixed to 1
for IBIS and kept free for JEM-X.
1.1 Temporal variations and hardness diagrams
Figure 1 shows the light curves of the whole used observation period with data from ASM/RXTE
monitoring in the range 2-12 keV (from the web site: http://xte.mit.edu/ASM_lc.html) and from
JEM-X and IBIS/INTEGRAL instruments in the 4-10, 10-20 keV and 20-30, 30-60 and 60-120 keV
energy bands respectively. The JEM-X and IBIS data are divided in temporal sections lasting about
3 months due the INTEGRAL visibility constraints. During almost each of these temporal sections,
episodes of flux increase, similar to an outburst, were detected. They were characterised by a short
rise-time peak in the soft X-ray (in JEM-X and ASM data), followed by a flux increase also in the
hard X-ray band (in IBIS data). During the low energy-peak the flux at high energy is lower and in
some cases it is below the source detection level. These outbursts last about one month.
From the overall light curve an unique high increase of the hard X-ray emission (up to 120
mCrab for E>20 keV) is clearly visible near 54500 MJD (February 2008). During this episode also
a "bump" in the low energy band appears as showed by JEM-X and ASM data. Before this episode
(at about 54450 MJD), the source underwent an outburst in the soft X-ray band with the peak flux
reaching 200 mCrab, detected by ASM instrument only due to lack of simultaneous observations
with INTEGRAL. These flux variations observed both in the soft and hard X-ray bands should
belong to a same outburst-event characterised by a different morphology and duration (a total of
about 9 months) with respect to the others.
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We studied how the source moves in the color-intensity diagram during each different out-
burst, and the Figure 2 shows the results with JEM-X data overplotted with differents color on the
complete data set of the observations. The first four outbursts (orange, green, light blue and blue
chronologically) showed similar behaviour: diamond points are high intensity observations, trian-
gles correspond to high hardness ratio values, and dots are intermediate flux observations. The later
observations (after 53700 MJD) are represented by the red data in the bottom diagram of Figure
2. In this case, the source spends most of the time in the low intensity and high hardness ratio
region (red triangles data) but for the red crosses-data which correspond to a high intensity and
high hardness region as appeared during the 2008 outburst described just above. The source stays
in that part of the diagram only during that episode as it is clearly evident by comparing data with
the other diagrams.
1.2 Spectral variations
To extract the summed-in spectra with JEM-X and IBIS simultaneous pointings we collected
the data in the diagrams with same symbols, even if belonging to different outbursts. The diamond
data correspond to a Soft state spectrum (named speA1); the dotted data to the Intermediate state
spectrum (speB); the triangles to the Hard state spectrum (speC) and the red crosses data to the
Figure 1: 2003-2009 light curves of 4U 1722–30 with INTEGRAL and ASM/RXTE.
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Figure 2: Color–Intensity diagrams for the different observations. The red crosses represents data from the
peculiar 2008 outburst only.
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Figure 3: 4U 1722–30 spectral states with INTEGRAL.
peculiar hard state of 2008 (spe2008). We try to fit the spectra with different models and in Table 1
the best fit parameters obtained for the Comptonization, CompTT [10], and black body, diskbb
[11], models are reported. The spectra speC and spe2008 have slightly different Comptonization
parameter values but both correspond to a hard spectral state. It is difficult to better constrain the
electron temperature of the Comptonization even adding other spectral components. For spe2008,
the disk black body component values are reported in Table although not constrained, because of
either poor statistical significance or real disappearance of this component. The fluxes in the speA1
and speC and spe2008 correspond to 1.4×10−9, 4.2×10−10 and 8.6×10−10 erg s−1 cm−2 in the
4-20 keV band. The spectra with model, data and residual are reported in Figure 3.
1.3 Discussion and conclusions
From our study, the X/hard X-ray behaviour of 4U 1722–30 could be summarized as follow:1)
We define the source in a "transient-like behaviour" during 6 years of observations: i.e. the source
shows outbursts with a spectral variation similar to that observed in soft X-ray transients, but for
the quiescent state presence. 2) The spectral parameters values are similar to other NSLMXBs
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Table 1: Spectral fitting results for the JEM-X and IBIS spectra of 4U 1722-30.
model parameters speA1 (diamonds) speB (dots) speC (triangles) spe2008 (red crosses)
kT0 (keV) 1.4(fx)a 1.2(fx) 1.1(fx) 0.93(fx)
kTe (keV) 2.42±0.50 19.84±17.57 33.60±14.52 30.67±8.63
τ 6.23±3.48 0.69±0.85 0.62±0.36 0.98±0.34
normCompTT 11.56±5.35 ×10−2 1.05±1.02×10−2 3.19±1.41×10−3 6.29±1.72×10−3
kTin (keV) 0.75±0.24 0.35 (fx) 0.348±0.253 (∼0.4)
normdiskbb 380.27±160.73 8.72±2.06×104 0.95±7.06×104 (∼4×10−3)
χ2r (d.o.f) 0.46(26) 0.65(42) 1.44(52) 1.03(69)
a(fx) indicates parameters fixed to allow the fit to converge.
already observed such as 4U 1820–30, 4U 1608–522 and 4U 1728–34; and during the hard states,
the high energy emission is not described by a non-thermal hard power law tail component (see
[12] for examples and details). 3) The spectral parameters variation during the outbursts is typical
of other NS (and also BH) binary systems showing hysteresis cycle during outbursts: in general
the temperature of the corona increases with hardening reaching value between 10-60 keV while
the optical depth decreases, and the soft black body temperature decreases. 4) The source showed
in 2008 a peculiar outbursts during which the flux increases both in soft and in hard X-ray band,
showing a high value of the hard flux (> 20 keV) never reached by the other hard states observed
during our monitoring. The simplest hypothesis that can explain the peculiar outburst is that the
source reached a regime of particular high accretion rate due to accretion disk instability episodes.
However we should also take into account the changes of X-ray flux connected to super orbital
variation. In fact, for this source, it was found a 12 yr quasi periodic modulation explained as
variations of the donor star magnetic field during its solar-like cycle [13]. This turns out as orbital
period variations and consequently as Roche radius and accretion rate changes. The last flux in-
crease in that modulation falls on just near the 2008 outburst observed by us, showing that also this
contribution for the accretion rate increase could be present. Further observations are necessary to
understand the validity of the super orbital modulation - peculiar outbursts connection.
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